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Meet the team
Creatives
ADAPTOR AND DIRECTOR E M M A R I C E
COMPOSER I A N R O S S
LIGHTING DESIGNER M A L C O L M R I P P E T H
SOUND AND VIDEO DESIGNER S I M O N B A K E R
CHOREOGRAPHER A L I S T A I R D A V I D
DREAM SEQUENCE ANIMATOR B E T H C A R T E R & S T U A R T M I T C H E L L
MUSICAL DIRECTOR S O N U M B A T R A
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR L A U R A K E E F E

Cast
GWENDOLINE LACEY R E B E C C A C O L L I N G W O O D
IRENE BARTLETT M I R A B E L L E G R E M A U D
BILL ROBINSON V I N N I E H E A V E N
DARRELL RIVERS I Z U K A H O Y L E
ALICIA JOHNS R E N É E L A M B
SALLY HOPE F R A N C E S C A M I L L S
MARY LOU ATKINSON R O S E S H A L L O O

The windows shone. A green creeper climbed almost to the roof. It looked like
an old-time castle. ‘My school!’ thought Darrell, and a little warm feeling came
into her heart. ‘How lucky I am to be going to Malory Towers!’
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Synopsis
‘First Term at Malory Towers’, published in 1946, was Emma’s main inspiration for the
show ‘Malory Towers’. However, you will also experience moments, action and characters
cherry picked from across Enid Blyton’s six book series.
The show begins with six modern day schoolgirls waiting outside the Head’s office. A timid
young girl is reading a Malory Towers novel. There is a scuffle as a bully tries to get it off her.
As the girl falls, she summons help from the characters of Malory Towers. The stage is lit up
as it transforms into a 1950s train station.
We meet the girls travelling to Malory Towers for their first term. As spoilt Gwendoline
pleads with her mother to send her to a finishing school instead of Cornwall, the other girls
board the train. Darrell, Sally, Irene and Alicia are joined by Mary-Lou, our timid schoolgirl
from the opening.
The journey to Cornwall is full of songs, scenery and a little drama, when Gwendoline tries
to steal Mary-Lou’s seat. The girls arrive at their new school to be welcomed by the Head,
Miss Grayling.
‘I count as [Malory Tower’s] successes those who learn to be good hearted and kind,
sensible and trustable; good, sound women the world can lean on.’
The girls settle excitedly into their dorm intrigued by the one, unclaimed bed. The next
morning they are unable to resist the charms of the swimming pool. Everyone dives in
except Mary-Lou and Gwendoline. When Gwendoline realises that Mary-Lou is even more
scared of the water than she is, she tricks her into getting in, and then holds her down under
the water. Darrell comes to Mary-Lou’s rescue and loses her temper with Gwendoline.
Unfortunately for Darrell, the other girls only witness her slapping Gwendoline and MaryLou is too scared to tell them all what really happened. The girls decide to give Darrell the
silent treatment.
‘That’s settled then. Darrell is an animal and must be treated like one. She is in the
doghouse!’
In French class the girls continue to ignore Darrell and begin to plan their school play. They
decide to do ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ and that Sally will take the lead as the Producer.
Gwendoline is cast as Titania, the Queen of the Fairies. As they come to cast Oberon, Bill (or
The Honourable Wilhelmina Robinson), arrives on her horse Thunder. The girls rush out to
meet Thunder and Mary Lou takes the opportunity to tell Sally what had really happened in
the swimming pool.
That night, as the girls have a pillow fight, a storm rolls in. Sally and Darrell confront
Gwendoline and try to get her to change her ways. A furious Gwendoline sneaks into Mary4|Wise Children Malory Towers Education Resource Pack

Lou’s bed and scares her so badly that she runs out into the storm. Darrell follows and finds
Mary-Lou hanging precariously over a cliff. Darrell climbs up and helps her to hold on until
help arrives.
‘Batten down the hatches! It’s going to be a wild night!’
Bill, Thunder and the rest of the girls, except Gwendoline, celebrate saving Darrell and
Mary-Lou by having a midnight feast in the rain. Mary-Lou reveals that it was Gwendoline
who had frightened her out into the storm. The girls head back for retribution, however
when they arrive, they decide to try and understand Gwendoline. The girls show
Gwendoline kindness, but she rejects their forgiveness.
‘You don’t need them Gwendoline Lacey. Or anyone else for that matter. The only person
you can trust is yourself.’
The rehearsals for their end of year play begin in earnest and the part of Titania is taken
from Gwendoline and awarded to Mary-Lou. Producer Sally turns into a power-mad dictator
as she tries to control everything and everyone, but she calms down when she sees the play
start to come together. Finally ready to present their ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ the girls
raise the curtain, only to find that their set has been destroyed by Gwendoline.
Again the girls try to forgive Gwendoline, which prompts her to lose control and reveal that
her father had returned from the war changed; distant and unapproachable. Gwendoline is
summoned into Miss Grayling’s office. The Head then informs the other girls that
Gwendoline’s father has passed away and that Gwendoline will have to leave the school.
The girls comfort Gwendoline, helping her to pack and they promise fun, songs and feasts
will be waiting when she returns.
Ladies.... The show WILL go on.
After waving Gwendoline off, the remaining girls transform themselves and the space, and
perform part of ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’, ending with Titania (Mary-Lou) lying in her
fairy bower to sleep.
With a flash and a thunder clap we are returned to the modern-day school, although Sally
remains watching over Mary-Lou. The modern schoolgirls help Mary-Lou up, worrying that
they hurt her. The show ends as Mary-Lou assures the girls, the audience and herself, that
she will be fine.
‘We are independent young women that the world can lean on.’
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Who is Emma Rice?
By Sarah Jackson
An internationally-respected theatre-maker and artistic director, Emma Rice has made an
out-standing contribution to contemporary theatre across the globe. Her leadership of
companies including Kneehigh, Shakespeare’s Globe, and Wise Children, demonstrates her
unique artistic vision and her unfailing commitment to the performing arts.
Born in Oxfordshire, Emma grew up in Nottingham, where she was a frequent visitor at the
Playhouse, before moving to London to study drama at the Guildhall. She began performing
for Cornwall-based theatre company Kneehigh in 1994 where she was, in her own words, a
‘really bossy’ actor, often taking over rehearsals until they let her direct her own. Promoted
to Artistic Director, she led critically acclaimed productions including ‘The Red Shoes’, ‘Brief
Encounter’, ‘Rebecca’ and ‘Don John’. Collaborating with partners such as the Royal
Shakespeare Company and the National Theatre, Emma’s pioneering shows for Kneehigh
experimented with site-specific and multi-media staging. Touring the world, she achieved
enormous success in the West End and on Broadway, as well as in a mini Eden-project dome
in a field in Cornwall. Demonstrating imagination, wit and passion, her shows at Kneehigh
were known for their inventiveness and ‘joyful anarchy’, winning her the best director
award from the Theatrical Management Association in 2000.
After twenty years at Kneehigh, Emma was appointed Artistic Director of Shakespeare’s
Globe in January 2016. Her first season showcased ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ complete
with disco vibe, and a radical reworking of Shakespeare’s ‘Cymbeline’ entitled ‘Imogen’,
relocated to inner city gang-land set to grime. These productions – as the Chief Executive of
the Globe pointed out – brought in ‘new and diverse audiences, won huge creative and
critical acclaim, and achieved exceptionally strong box office returns’. Her modern theatremaking techniques – including the use of electric sound and lighting technology – however,
concerned members of the Board at the Globe, who insisted that their theatre was founded
to stage plays in keeping with Shakespearean traditions, including natural lighting. Unwilling
to sacrifice her own artistic principles, Emma left the Globe in April 2018, explaining that ‘I
had to choose to leave because I choose myself and my work’. The dignity with which she
handled this situation, alongside the passionate commitment to own artistic principles, won
her further accolades, including the title of ‘Woman of the Year’ by the Standard Issue,
which praised her ‘fearlessness, leadership, innovation and bravery’.
In 2018, Emma created Wise Children, an Arts Council England National Portfolio
Organisation. The Company’s mission is synonymous with Emma’s approach to theatremaking and includes a commitment to training the next generation of alternative, multidisciplinary artists. Their first show, ‘Wise Children’, adapted and directed by Emma from
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Angela Carter’s novel, opened at London’s Old Vic and toured throughout the UK. Reviewers
have described the production as ‘life-enhancing, brilliantly uninhibited’ and ‘glorious’,
offering ‘an explosion of theatrical glee’.
Inclusive and innovative, Emma produces shows that are both hugely entertaining and
socially engaged. Known for her vision, wit and warmth, she is one of the most dynamic and
influential artists working in contemporary theatre today.

Photo credit: Steve Tanner
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Why Malory Towers?
By Emma Rice
I’ve always been drawn to the years that followed the Second World War. It’s a time that
feels close enough to touch, as I vividly remember my grandparents and how the war
affected their lives in so many different ways. My Mum’s parents – rural, poor and largely
uneducated - decided that their children would have access to all the things that they
hadn’t. I don’t know how they managed it financially (my Grandad was a railway worker and
my Gran an unqualified teacher), but my mother was sent to a highly respected grammar
school in Dorset: Lord Digby’s School for Girls.
She left her village of Holywell early each morning and took the train and the bus to get
there. Every day. Rain, sunshine and snow. There and back.
Whilst not a boarding school, Lord Digby's was an extraordinary place of learning that
changed my mother’s, and by extension my own, life. The educational ideals that Lord
Digby’s stood for reach out across 60 years and more. Like powerful tendrils, they have even
managed to reach over my own inner-city comprehensive education and have helped me
shape my own beliefs and choices to this day.
My adaptation of Malory Towers is dedicated to the generation of women who taught in
those schools. Lives shaped by the savagery of two wars, these teachers devoted
themselves to the education and nurture of other women. It is also for the two generations
of men that died in those same wars, leaving us with the freedom to lead meaningful, safe
and empowered lives. And it is for Clement Attlee and his Labour government of 1945 who
looked into the face of evil and chose to do what was right. These people changed the
political landscape with their determined focus on care, compassion and the common good.
Malory Towers was written at the heart of this political revolution, and embodies a
kindness, hope and love of life that knocks my socks off. 'Long live our appetites and may
our shadows never grow less!’ the girls cry.
My mother wrote to some of her teachers at Lord Digby’s until they died and is still great
friends with one of the girls she met there. And when I see my Mum, born into the poorest
of rural backgrounds, enjoying George Elliot and Xavier Beauvois, speaking French to her
childhood pen-friend and journeying to the Tate Britain to see the latest Van Gogh
exhibition, I am stopped in my tracks. After Lord Digby’s she went on to be the first person
in the family to go to university, and then to dedicate her professional life to the helping of
others. I believe that her long career as a social worker gently changed the lives of many in
her care as well as mine. And throughout it all she has never lost her appetite for life,
culture and hope. She is my hero and I salute her. I cheer the education that threw this
mind, heart and soul into the air and said, “be a woman that the world can lean on!”.
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So that’s why I am making Malory Towers, with gratitude, hope and sheer pleasure! I call it
my ‘happy Lord of the Flies’ as it is joyfully radical to its bones. Imagine a world where (left
to their own devices), people choose kindness. Imagine a world where difference is
respected, and arguments resolved with thought and care. Imagine a world that chooses
community, friendship and fun. Now that’s a world I want to live in, and, at Malory Towers,
you can!
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Eyes wide open!
Emma’s approach to casting a show.
I don’t like the terms ‘gender blind’ or ‘colour blind’ casting. When I cast, I am the opposite
of blind: I have my eyes wide open and my mind is at its most alert, political and flexible.
Assembling the right cast is arguably one of the most important jobs in the creation of a
new piece of work. Of course you have the story to consider, but you also have the process
to bear in mind. This group of people will be the fearless explorers that bring ideas to life.
This group will find the surprises and clues lurking in the corners of the subject matter and
will bring their own theatre and life experience to the table. They will form the ‘collective
imagination’, as I like to call it.
I often choose personality over talent. That sounds rude (and is patently incorrect as I have
the privilege of working with some of the most talented people on the planet) but what I
mean is that it doesn’t really matter to me how famous, or even how inspired, someone is
as an individual. What matters is how they will inform and engage with the
material, with the rest of the group and ultimately with the audience. My work demands
generosity on an industrial scale and I need people that are fundamentally team players. I
need performers that will go out there and make each other look good – night after
night. These generous, brilliant, unusual people are rare and precious. When I find them, I
try to work with them time and time again - if they’ll let me!
Over the years, I have built a strong, skilled and varied pool of actors, musicians, technicians
and creatives, and this is one of the reasons that I choose to cast surprisingly. If I am going
to work with the same actors, I need to keep challenging them and myself. I need to subvert
what might be obvious casting and start imagining the deliciously improbable. This kind
of thought process led me to cast a substantial middle aged man as the young
virgin Brangian in Tristan & Yseult. The results were not only surprising, but successful.
Audiences laughed and then wept. It seemed that by removing cliché we were able to
identify more readily with this woman, to project onto her our own feelings and fears
without the barrier of the obvious. We are all capable of pretty much anything, so I cast in
the same way. I look for a spirit that chimes with the character, but beyond that, I let my
imagination do the work and trust that the audience will do the same.
I not only trust the audience, I trust my actors and I trust myself. We all crave meaning and
we do not mind how we find it – in fact we want to be challenged, provoked and surprised.
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And I want to fill my rehearsal room with vivid, engaged and varied people who want to
share their stories and talent, share the joy and the journey.
This is creatively thrilling, but there are even more important matters at play in 2018. The
people that we present on stage need to represent the people we see on the tube or in the
supermarket. It is imperative that a modern company creates access and casts
diversely. Those with the power to employ have a duty to use that power wisely and to
share it wherever possible – this includes having as many women on stage as men and
representing modern British life at every turn. My time at The Globe gave me many
things, but the most precious was the chance to meet and work with so many artists from
different backgrounds. This personal revolution has opened my eyes to the cultural and
personal depth that a varied cast and creative team can bring - not only to the work but to
life. I work in an imaginative and story form so there are no barriers to gender parity
and diverse casting and no barriers to creating access to all areas of the work. Don’t let
anyone tell you differently! If I say a cup is a mouse, the audience will see a mouse. If I say a
woman is man, they will believe it and if I cast a man and a woman from different
cultural backgrounds as identical twins - no problem.
Welcome to Wise Children and the most wonderful, surprising, perfectly fitting and wideeyed casting!

Photo credit: Steve Tanner
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